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END OF WWI AND NEW WEIMAR GOVERNMENT

Who was leader of Germany
during World War I?

Kaiser (King) Wilhelm II.

How was Germany coping in the
war by November 1918?

German soldiers at Kiel mutinied against orders to fight the British, rebellion,
street riots, starvation, loss of faith in the Kaiser.

What did the Kaiser choose to do
when there was chaos on the
streets of Germany?

He ABDICATED (resigned his royal position) and fled to Holland.

How was Germany led now?

Instead of a monarchy, Germany formed its very first government that would
hold elections. Germany was now a REPUBLIC (country run by an elected
government NOT a king or queen).

Who was in charge?

The first PRESIDENT was FRIEDRICH EBERT, leader of the Social Democratic
Party as they were largest political party in the REICHSTAG (German parliament)
at the time.

What was Ebert’s first decision?

To sign THE ARMISTICE to surrender the war against the Allied powers of
Britain, France and USA at 11am on November 11th 1918.

How did the army react?

They were shocked; accused Ebert and his government of being “November
Criminals” who had stabbed the army in the back and betrayed them.

What was Ebert’s second
decision?

He and his government had to draw up the new constitution (a list of laws that
would determine hope the new Germany would be governed).

Why could the constitution NOT
be signed in the German capital
of Berlin?

There was a rebellion by a German Communist party (the Spartacists) which
made Berlin dangerous. The politicians moved to the safe town of Weimar to
sign the constitution and so Germany became known as the Weimar Republic.

What were some positive points
about the new constitution?

•
•

All Germans over 21 had the right to vote in elections
The German people had more freedoms and rights

What were some negative points
about the new constitution?

•

The voting system was proportional representation (the ratio of votes was
equal to the proportion of seats a political party gained in the Reichstag) – it
was difficult to get a majority vote and so led to coalition governments (a
number of parties ruling together) which was a weak way to rule.
This voting system helped more parties like Nazis and Communists to have
representatives in parliament!
The President could use Article 48 for emergency rule without his Reichstag
– this could be abused for power!

•
•
What did the German political
spectrum look like?

•

•

•

On the extreme left were the German Communists who wanted get rid of
the government and Germany to be run like Russia and rich and poor
people to have equality.
In the centre were the parties that made up the government (Social
Democrats, Centre Party etc) who wanted democracy and elections to be
given a fair chance in Germany.
On the extreme right were the Nationalist and then the Nazis who wanted
get rid of the government and return to the strong rule of someone like the
Kaiser.
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What was the Treaty of
Versailles?

This was a list of harsh punishments that Germany was forced to sign in 1919.

Who were the main decision
makers of the Treaty?

•
•

1918 – 1923 PROBLEMS FOR THE GOVERNMENT
1. THE TREATY OF VERSAILLES

•

Georges Clemenceau – France – revenge and compensation.
David Lloyd George – Britain – punishment for Germany but also keep
trading and help German economy to recover.
Woodrow Wilson – USA – fair Treaty based on 14 Points.

What was article 231?

This was part of the big Treaty called the War Guilt Clause. It blamed Germany
for World War I and therefore Germany had to accept all the punishments!

What were reparations?

This was £6.6 billion of compensation payments that Germany had to pay over
time to countries mots damaged by War eg. Belgium and France.

What sort of military
punishments did Germany face?

Army of only 100,000 men; 6 battleships (they sunk the rest!); no air force; no
tanks; no submarines; no troops in the Rhineland border zone with France
(demilitarised).

What sort of land punishments
did Germany face?

Germany lost 14% of its previous land; Alsace-Lorraine was returned to France;
North Schleswig was given to Denmark; Eupen and Malmedy were given to
Belgium; the Polish corridor and port of Danzig were given to reborn Poland;
East Prussia was separated from rest of Germany; no future alliance with
Austria; all overseas colonies controlled by the League of Nations; Saar coalfields
given to France for 15 years.

What sort of other punishments
did Germany face?

Not allowed membership of the League of Nations; viewed with suspicion by all
other European countries.

How did the German people feel
about the Treaty of Versailles?

They were horrified, ashamed and humiliated; called the Treaty “The Diktat”
(they had been dictated to); debt for generations; hardship; felt vulnerable to
attack; lost land, money, agriculture and German people; many blamed new
government.

How do historians now feel
about the Treaty of Versailles?

•

•

Some feel that The Treaty crippled Germany and set the tone for the future
World War II as Hitler later became German leader and tried to gain back
what Germany had lost!
Others feel that the Treaty was fair and that it only seemed awful as the
Germans had been expecting to win WWI.
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2. POLITICAL ATTACKS!!
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 Who were the Spartacists and
what did they want?

Left-wing German Communist Party who wanted Germany to have a
Communist revolution like Russia had in 1917; for the working people to rise up
and have equality with the nobility (richer people).

 When and where did they
attack the Weimar
government?

January 1919, Berlin, red flags, armed soldiers, leaders Rosa Luxemburg and
Karl Liebnecht, violent uprising.

 How did Ebert’s government
survive?

Used gangs of armed ex-soldiers (Freikorps) to kill the leaders of Spartacists.
Rebellion crushed.

 Who were the Kapp Putsch
and what did they want?

Right-wing group of Nationalists led by Dr. Wolfgang Kapp and supported by
the Freikorps gangs; wanted weak government to stand aside and have a strong
leader like the Kaiser again.

 When and where did they
attack the Weimar
government?

March 1920, Berlin, violent attack with tanks (skulls on the sides), took over vital
buildings for 2 weeks. Government panic.

 Why was the government
struggling to cope?

The remaining German army refused to fight against the Freikorps gangs that
had once been their colleagues during WWI.

 How did Ebert’s government
survive?

He appealed to the workers of Berlin to go on general strike. Luckily they agreed
and city production of essentials such as coal, oil, water stopped. Rebellion
collapsed. Kapp fled to Sweden.

 Who rebelled in November
1923?

Right-wing Hitler and the Nazi Party because they could see the government
was at its lowest point since it began in November 1918!

 What did Hitler want?

To work with the Bavarian leaders Von Kahr and Lossow to take over the
authorities in Munich; get help from General Ludendorff and spread rebellion to
Berlin to get rid of government.

 Why was it a short-term
failure?

Hitler over-estimated his support; Kahr and Lossow had to be forced to cooperate but betrayed Hitler to authorities; army were waiting for him; 16 Nazis
dead; Hitler injured and arrested on treason charges.

 How did it become a longer
term success?

Hitler used trial as a platform to call Weimar Government traitors to the German
people, got press attention, sympathetic judge, sentence reduced to 5 years but
parole after 9 months, wrote Mein Kampf whilst in prison.

 What had the Munich Putsch
taught Hitler?

Violent rebellions were not the way to seize power; need to remould the Nazi
Party, grow membership, work to get votes in elections, be successful legally!
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1918 – 1923 PROBLEMS FOR THE GOVERNMENT
3. HYPERINFLATION!!

What is hyperinflation?

When prices rise out of control, but wages remain the same. Ordinary things
become unaffordable and currency becomes worthless.

Which year did hyperinflation hit
Germany?

1923

How had reparations affected
the economy?

Germany struggling to pay reparations; currency was starting to devalue (worth
less) and people struggled to afford what they needed.

How did the French make this
worse?

In 1922 when Germany missed reparation payments, French soldiers marched
into the industrial Ruhr region and seized goods. The German government tried
to print more money. The economic situation spiralled out of control and
hyperinflation occurred.

Who suffered?

Pensioners lost savings, families could not afford to live properly, price of bread
rose from 0.6 of a mark to 1.5 million marks!

Who gained?

Farmers food prices rose; businesses that could trade abroad etc.

Stories as evidence?

Getting mugged for wheelbarrows not money inside, children playing with
money, people burning money to stay warm, wages being collected twice a day,
restaurant prices rising within hours etc

Who got blamed?

The Weimar government. Millions of Germans were losing confidence in their
government. This was crisis year!!

Why was this risky for the
Weimar Government?

Hitler and the Nazis decided to launch their bid for power – the November
Munich Putsch. With the government so weak, would there be enough support
for a political revolution?
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1918 – 1928
THE RISE OF THE NAZI PARTY

Where was Hitler when the
armistice was signed?

In hospital after suffering a gas attack. He was furious that Germany had lost the
war.

What job did he do once
discharged from the German
army?

He briefly worked for the Weimar government spying upon potentially
threatening new political parties.

Who did he join with instead?

The German Workers’ Party. He was their 7th member!

How did he progress?

He was in charge of their newspaper, but quickly made a bid for the leadership
from Anton Drexler in 1920.

What sort of early changes did
Hitler make to the Nazi Party?

•
•
•
•
•

Nazi newspaper – Der Sturmer
Nazi Stormtroopers (SA, Brownshirts) led Ernst Rohm to intimidate political
opponents
Speeches and propaganda
1923 Munich Putsch and Mein Kampf book gained publicity and members
Nazi Party 25 Point Programme – deliberately vague to appeal to as many
German social groups as possible.
1926 Bamberg Conference – leadership contest with Goebbels and Strasser
– Hitler wins by giving them both top Nazi Party jobs.
Creating Nazi Party branches (Gaus) across Germany led by Nazi Gauleiters.
Nazi HQ in Munich.
Setting up Nazi groups to attract support of German youth and women.
Strengthening numbers of SA.
More propaganda – Goebbels was Minister for Propaganda

How did Hitler try to keep the
Nazi party strong once he was
released from jail?

•

How was the Nazi party affected
by the Golden Age 1924-28?

As the government (with Stresemann’s guidance) was popular, the Nazis and
Communists were not gaining many votes in elections.

Who were the typical supporters
of the Nazi Party?

Ex soldiers, students, middle classes, farmers, skilled workmen.

What happened to Nazi
membership?

1918 - 7 members
1928 -over 100,000 members (but still not very popular in elections due to
Golden Age for government)

•
•
•
•
•
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1924 – 1928
THE GOLDEN AGE OF THE WEIMAR GOVERNMENT STRESEMANN

What were Stresemann’s roles
within the Weimar Government?

1923-24 – Chancellor
1924-1929 Foreign Minister until his death

How did Stresemann help the
German economy?

•
•
•

•
How did Stresemann help
Germany’s relation with other
countries?

•
•
•
•

Created a new stronger currency – the Rentenmark. This helped to end the
hyperinflation crisis.
Continued reparation payments to France and Belgium. The Ruhr crisis was
ended and there were no further invasions, attacks, rebellions.
1924 negotiated DAWES PLAN with USA – initial loans from USA of $40
million. Over time this would total $2.5 billion. Loans used to keep up
reparations and to improve German economy.
1929 YOUNG PLAN – more loans and extension on repayment deadlines to
USA.
1925 LOCARNO PACT with France – agreement never to break their borders
again. Progress.
1926 Germany allowed to join League of Nations organisation for countries
around world to protect each other. Progress.
1928 KELLOGG-BRIAND PACT – agreement with over 60 other countries
never to go to war with each other. Progress.
1928 Stresemann awarded Nobel Peace prize for his work getting Germany
respected on the European and world stage again.

How did Stresemann’s actions
affect the German government?

Weimar Government considered to be doing well. Popular in elections.
GOLDEN AGE.
Extreme political parties like Nazis and Communists unpopular as Germans did
not feel the need to be voting for change.

What could we praise
Stresemann for?

Getting economy back on track, making Germany more accepted to other
countries, making government popular, better standard of living – YOU NEED
EVIDENCE OF THIS.

What could we criticise
Stresemann for?

The German economy was totally dependent on American loans, needed paying
back with interest, could be in danger in future, temporary improvement, not all
Germans did better – YOU NEED EVIDENCE OF THIS.
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1929 – 1932
THE WALL STREET CRASH AND DEPRESSION

What went wrong in 1929?

•
•

Stresemann died of a heart attack.
October 1929 Wall Street Crash in America. Stock market collapsed,
businesses lost huge amounts of money, banks went bankrupt!

How did the American
government react to the Wall
Street Crash?

•
•

Stopped all loans to Germany and other countries.
Demanded all existing loans be repaid within 90 days!

How did this affect Germany?

Germany’s economy was depending on the American loans. This meant the
economy quickly dipped and life became difficult for German people and the
German government.

What did this economic crisis
lead to?

A period of Depression (across the world, but worst in Germany) from 1929
until 1932!!

WHAT MUST WE NOT CONFUSE
THIS WITH?

It is NOT the same as hyperinflation of 1923.

How did the Weimar government
try to cope with the Depression?

The government could not control the Depression crisis.
• President Hindenburg ended up using Article 48 to rule without the
Reichstag.
• Depression Chancellor 1 – Bruning – stupidly raised peoples’ taxes and cut
their unemployment benefits! Sacked.
• Depression Chancellor 2 – Von Papen – close friend of Hindenburg,
unpopular, almost causes civil war. Sacked, but tries to persuade Hindenburg
to do a deal with Hitler whereby Hitler would be Chancellor but Papen would
be vice-Chancellor.
• Depression Chancellor 3 – Schleicher – very unpopular – lasts 2 months,
sacked.

How did the years of Depression
affect the German people?

By 1932 6 million unemployed, millions homeless, starving, losing faith in
government, 25,000 middle class businesses failed, as the number of jobless
increases so do votes for the Nazi party at each election!

What are the Nazi Party up to
during the Depression?

Promises and propaganda telling Germans to vote for them and how they will
restore jobs, food, pride and strength, soup kitchens, charity, Hitler travelling all
over Germany making speeches, SA rallies and parades, intimidating political
rivals.

How does Hitler become
Chancellor?

By July 1932, the Nazi Party is the most popular party in the Reichstag. Hitler
demands to be Chancellor but Hindenburg refuses.
By Jan 1933, all the other chancellors have failed and Hindenburg has no
choice but to offer the job to Hitler!

Did the Depression allow Hitler
to become Chancellor?

On its own – NO because Hitler and the Nazis were very active with propaganda
etc, but the Depression definitely provided the situation to succeed with
promises, propaganda, speeches and opportunities in elections.
German suffering = Nazi success.
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1933 – 1934
HITLER MOVES FROM CHANCELLOR TO DICTATOR

When did Hitler become Chancellor?

President Hindenburg finally offered him the post in January 1933.

What types of opposition did Hitler
now need to crush if he wanted to
achieve being a total dictator?

• Other political parties. His biggest rivals were the Communists, but he
also had to deal with the pro-government parties such as the Social
Democrats and the Centre Party.
• Trade unions, state parliaments
• Opposition newspapers
• Opposition from inside the actual Nazi Party eg. SA
• President Hindenburg

What was the Reichstag Fire?

Feb 1933 – Reichstag building burned down. Police caught Dutch
Communist Marius van der Lubbe at the scene. Hitler rushes to President
Hindenburg to convince him that this is evidence of the Communists
planning a revolution.

How did the Reichstag Fire help
Hitler?

Hindenburg passes an Emergency Decree to stop normal civil liberties.
Thousands of Communists immediately arrested, their meeting places
smashed up and their phone calls tapped. Nazis produce masses of antiCommunist propaganda. Communist Party severely weakened.

What were the March elections and
how did the Nazis do?

Hitler was confident that Nazis would do well in the March elections after
the Fire. They did grow in votes but still only had 44% of the overall votes.
Hitler needed 51% to have more control than any other parties.

How did Hitler make sure that he
gained an overall majority in the
Reichstag (Parliament)?

He persuaded the Nationalist Party to join with him as they had similar
ideals about strong one-party leadership; he persuaded the Centre Party
to join with him by promising (unfaithfully!) to protect the Catholic Church.

What could Hitler do with the overall
majority?

He could take control of the Reichstag and force it to accept the Enabling
Act.

What was the Enabling Act of March
1933?

It gave Hitler extraordinary powers to pass any future laws that he wished.
He did not have to refer to the Reichstag for 4 years. After 4 years, who
would stop him anyway?

How did the Enabling Act help Hitler?

He could use the power to ban all trade unions, all existing other political
parties, and all state parliaments.

What was the Night of the Long
Knives in June 1934?

Over 200 SA leaders (inc. Rohm) killed by SS as well as past political
enemies (eg. Von Kahr).

How did the Night of the Long Knives
help Hitler?

The SS controlled the rest of the SA and the German Army soon swore an
oath of loyalty to Hitler too.

When President Hindenburg died in
Aug 1934, how did this help Hitler?

Hitler became President, as well as Chancellor, as well as Head of the
German Army. He was a total dictator and his title was Der Fuhrer.

What is a dictator?

Leader who rules alone with just their political party.

How had Hitler achieved the move
from Chancellor to dictator in only 18
months?

Doing deals, intimidation, violence, murder, taking opportunities, blaming
others for problems (making scapegoats).
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1923 – 1939
NAZI CONTROL OF GERMANS – FEAR AND INDOCTRINATION

What is a police state?

A country in which the police have absolute power to arrest and punish
anyone who does not follow the ideals of the state. A modern example is
North Korea.

How did the Nazis use the SS as
part of the police state?

SS = Sschultz-Staffel = “protection squad” – Hitler’s personal bodyguard.
Led by Himmler, numbers increased, used to terrorise and hunt enemies of
the state. Unlimited power.

How did the Nazis use the
Gestapo (secret police) as part
of the police state?

Supported the work of the SS. Found opponents of the regime by phone
tapping and spying on people. Informers were everywhere!

How did the Nazis use law
courts as part of the police
state?

All judges and law courts were controlled by Nazis. All judges took oath of
loyalty to Hitler. Trials usually decided guilty verdicts! Crimes punishable by
death rose from 3 to 46 (inc. telling an anti-Nazi joke).

How did the Nazis use
concentration camps as part of
the police state?

National network, 1st one in Dachau 1933. Questioning, torture and “reeducation”, Prisoners did hard labour, very brutal, many died. Families sent
false notes.
Inmates wore different coloured badges to symbolise their “crime”.

Did the Nazis create a totally
efficient police state?

• VIEW 1 – Although the Gestapo wasn’t all-powerful and millions of
germans actually supported the Nazis, the Gestapo was brutal and
arrested thousands of ordinary Germans.
• VIEW 2 – The Gestapo had too few agents, most were office workers and
some areas did not have many agents at all. Did this really matter
though?

Who was Goebbels?

The Nazi Minister of Enlightenment and Propaganda. Controlled press,
radio, publishing, film, arts. Made it all Nazified!

How did the Nazis use
censorship?

Removal of any public anti-Nazi information or rival ideas and beliefs.
Example – Goebbels ordered the public book burning of all books from
schools, shops, universities and private homes that disagreed with Nazi
views.

How did the Nazis use posters
in their propaganda?

Images and slogans promoting all aspects of Hitler and the Nazi state. Used
extensively across Germany.

How did the Nazis use radio in
their propaganda?

Goebbels' biggest success. Cheaply produced. 70% German homes had one.
Nazi speeches and ideals could be placed inside every home, every day!

How did the Nazis use cinema?

Nazis made about 1,300 films. Approx. 200 were pure propaganda, others
were to entertain. Messages of the superior Aryan race, anti-Semitism, evils
of communism.

How did the Nazis use the
Berlin Olympics 1936?

Opportunity to advertise regime to rest of world. Filmed by Nazi Leni
Riefenstahl, Germany won most medals BUT black American runner, Jesse
Owens won 4 golds – Hitler furious!

How did the Nazis use rallies
and culture?

Spectacular public events of speeches, marches etc. Nazis hated modern art
such as progressive theatre and jazz music. Encouraged Nazi ideals.
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1923 – 1939
NAZI CONTROL OF CHURCHES

What were Christian beliefs?

The strong help the weak, love and forgiveness, respect and tolerance, God
is supreme.

How did Nazi ideals differ?

Racial superiority, strong dominate the weak, violence and Hitler is supreme.
Nazism became Hitler’s religion!

What would Nazism as a
religion look like?

God = Hitler; Symbol = swastika; disciples = SS; Bible = Mein Kampf.

Why was Hitler opposed to the
Catholic Church even though he
had promised the Centre Party
he would protect it?

Catholics were loyal to the Pope above Hitler, Catholic parents often sent
their children to Catholic youth clubs instead of the Hitler Youth, there were
many Catholic schools that were not very Nazified.

How did Hitler first deal with
the Catholic Church?

Co-operation as both Hitler and the Catholics hated Communism. 1933
agreement with Pope (Concordat) – Hitler promised not to interfere with
Catholic Church, if the Church agreed to stay out of politics.

How did Hitler later behave?

Broke agreement, attacked Catholic churches, closed schools, made Catholic
youth clubs illegal, arrested 400 priests.
The Pope made a horrified statement called “With Burning Anxiety”.

Was Hitler’s control of the
Catholic Church effective?

Did not destroy Catholic Church; priests sent to concentration camps
became martyrs; people publicly applauded Church leaders; Catholic
churches remained packed with worshippers every Sunday!

How did the Protest ant Church
react to Hitler?

It became divided into the Reich Church which supported the Nazis, and the
Confessional Church who opposed them.

What was the Reich Church?
Hitler

Led by Ludwig Muller and 2,000 other pastors. Keenest members called
themselves German Christians and wore Nazi uniforms and gave Nazi
salute. Motto, “The swastika on our chests and the Cross in our hearts.”

What was the Confessional
Church?
Hitler

Led by Pastor Martin Niemoeller and 6,000 other pastors. Many leaders
arrested and sent to concentration camps.
Nazi actions did not destroy the Protestant Confessional Church either and
created martyrs for them too.
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1923 – 1939
NAZI CONTROL OF EDUCATION AND YOUNG PEOPLE

Who was in charge of Nazi
education?

Bernhard Rust was the Nazi Minister of Education. He said, “The whole
purpose of education is to create Nazis.”

How did the Nazis use
education?

To indoctrinate young people with Nazi ideals and so inspire future
generations. Education was controlled at school during the week and by
youth movements in the evenings and weekends.

What happened to teachers?

It was compulsory to join the Nazi Teachers’ Association. If not, you were
sacked and possibly arrested.

How was the curriculum
changed to reflect Nazi ideals?

• Start lessons with Nazi salute to Hitler
• History lessons glorified Germany’s strong past before WWI, tracked Nazi
history, blamed Jews and Communists for all past problems
• PE was 15% of time – make girls fit to be mothers and boys fit to be
soldiers
• Eugenics was the subject of selective breeding – how to create the
master race and avoid inferior racial types such as Jews
• Race studies – the superiority of the Aryan race above all others.
Measuring skulls, noses etc to prove race.
• Geography lessons looked at the areas that Germany could invade and
populate (Lebensraum = land to grow)
• Textbooks – all Nazi approved by 1935
• Going to school – all children until aged 14, separate schooling for boys
and girls.

How did the Nazis challenge the
best Nazi students?

Special “Napoli” schools run by the SS to train future army and country
leaders. Intense physical and military training.

What were the major Nazi
Youth Movements?

BOYS – Young German Folk (10-14); Hitler Youth (14-18)
GIRLS – Young Girls (10-14); League of German Maidens (14-18)

How did the Nazis make sure as
many German children
attended Youth groups?

• Propaganda
• 1939 Hitler Youth Law made it compulsory to join and swear oath of
loyalty to Hitler, even above your own parents!

How did the Hitler Youth help
in WWII?

• Helped war effort from 1940 – fire brigades, helping recovery in bombed
cities
• 1943 – military reserve to replace losses on the Russian front.

How were the youth
movements successful?

• Hitler Youth membership grew to 8 million by 1939
• Many youngsters loved groups – exciting, interesting, sense of identity
and importance.

How were the youth
movements limited?

• By 1938 at least 3 million youngsters had still not joined!
• Some found it boring and too much discipline and physical focus
• Affected family life – some parents were afraid their children would
report them to the Gestapo!
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1923 – 1939
NAZI CONTROL OF WOMEN

What had happened to German
women in the 1920s?

They had more freedoms – votes, jobs, fashions, careers etc.

How did Hitler feel about this?

He wanted the Nazis to reverse these trends and have traditional German
Aryan women as homemakers and child bearers.

How did Nazi propaganda
portray the perfect Nazi
woman?

• Appearance – traditional long skirts, skin covered, long hair, no makeup.
• Marriage – Encouraged to marry with loans and increase birth rate.
• Employment – No university careers, only low-paid jobs, married women
not to work. However, women did have to work during WWII.
• Nazi aims – traditional role of home, children, cooking. KINDER, KIRCHE,
KUCHE (Children, Church and Cooking).
• Education – youth movements and schooling to prepare girls for life as
mothers and heart of Germany.

How did Hitler encourage
marriages and family?

• From 1933 women encouraged to give up jobs and get married
• Generous social security benefits were given to those who stayed at
home.
• 1933 Law for the Encouragement of Marriage – loans to young couples
to marry if wife left job. For each child born, couple keep ¼ of the loan.
• Abortion illegal
• Birth-control clinics closed down
• Propaganda to promote motherhood
• Good maternity benefits
• Mothers’ Cross medals presented on Hitler’s mother’s birthday (12th
August): - gold for 8 children, silver for 6, bronze for 5.
• German Women’s Enterprise organisation – 6 million members – radio
talks and mothercraft classes.

How successful were Nazi
policies towards women?

•
•
•
•
•

Number of married women at work fell in first few years.
More marriages
More babies
Women’s Enterprise really popular
Women in lower jobs had decent wages – better than Depression.

What were the limits of Nazi
policies towards women?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Rising birth rate could be down to economic improvements
Most couples stopped at 2 children.
More single women chose to get a job
Employers still preferred women as they were cheaper workers!
Once war approached all women had to join the war work effort.
Nazi Germany couldn’t actually afford NOT to have women working.
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1923 – 1945
GROUPS THAT OPPOSED THE NAZIS

How easy was it to oppose
Hitler and the Nazis?

Very difficult as Germany had become a police state. However, there were
some groups that opposed Nazi ideals. It was incredibly dangerous to do
this.

CHURCH OPPOSITION
Who was Martin Niemoller?

• Pastor in German Protestant Church – initially supported Nazi views, but
when Nazis set up Reich Church he changed his mind.
• 1934 founded rival German Confessional Church. Often spoke out
against Nazis. Sent to Saschenhausen Camp to be “re-educated” but
moved to Dachau camp when he refused to change. Survived war.

CHURCH OPPOSITION
Who was Dietrich Bonhoeffer?

• Helped found Confessional Church with Niemoller. Felt Christianity could
not accept Nazi racial views. Preached against Nazis.
• 1939 joined Abwehr (anti-Nazi intelligence services!); helped set up
Operation 7; arrested by gestapo; 1945 executed by SS.

How effective was church /
religious opposition?

Good overall Nazi control especially of opposition religious leaders by using
concentration camps; however, Confessional Church congregations
continued to meet secretly throughout Nazi Germany and numbers grew.

YOUTH OPPOSITION
Who were the Edelweiss
Pirates?

Different groups opposed Hitler’s attempts to control all aspects of their
lives. Got more organised as war time came. Merged into Edelweiss Pirates.
Check shirts, dark trousers, smoked, makeup, jazz music etc. Met at
weekends to beat up Hitler Youth members, anti-Nazi propaganda leaflets.
1944 Pirates killed head of Gestapo in Cologne – 12 were publicly hung.

YOUTH OPPOSITION
Who were the White Rose
Group?

1941 Hans and Sophie Scholl in Munich. Hans had worked in German army
in Russia as a medic. He witnessed horrific sights and blamed Nazis.
Produced anti-Nazi pamphlets. Caught in the act. Murdered.

How effective was youth
opposition?

Not very. It was an embarrassing thorn in the side for Nazis, but was quite
easily crushed. These groups were called “despicable criminals” in the Nazi
papers and were treated brutally as punishments to deter them.

MILITARY OPPOSITION
What was Operation Valkyrie /
July Assassination Plot /
Briefcase Bomb?

• 1930s Colonel von Stauffenberg supported Nazi army and fought for
them in Russia. Saw his army suffer,was badly wounded and hated
brutality of SS. Formed assassination plot of Hitler with General Beck.
• July 1944 bomb in briefcase taken to meeting with Hitler. Heavy table
saved Hitler!
• Hitler’s brutally executed 5,746 people as revenge – included 19
generals and 27 colonels!!

How effective was military
opposition?

It was the most serious opposition Hitler faced from within Germany itself.
He could have been killed but made his revenge massive and there were no
more plots!
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1933 – 1939
NAZI CONTROL OF THE GERMAN ECONOMY

Which top Nazis dominated the
economic planning?

• Dr. Schacht – the New Plan, 1933-1937
• Hermann Goring – the Four Year Plan, 1936-1940

What were the overall aims of
the New Plan for the economy?

• Reduce unemployment – it had reached 6 million by the time Hitler
became Chancellor during the Depression (New Plan)
• Make Germany self-sufficient so it could survive future wars even if
blockaded. This is called autarky. (Four Year Plan)

How did the Nazis create jobs?

• Public works programmes (construction – schools, hospitals, factories
etc) using billions of government spending
• Building a network of autobahns (motorways)
• Subsidising private firms to grow bigger eg. The German car maker,
Volkswagen
• National Labour Service (known as RAD) – compulsory for ALL MEN 1825. Had to serve 6 months – outdoor labour work.
• Providing false figures – government records of people with “invisible
jobs” were not included in official figures eg. Jews, women, unmarried
men, opponents.
• Rearmament – preparation for future war meant production of tanks,
ships, aircraft, army jobs, raw materials such as coal, oil, steel etc.
Created so many jobs?

What was the German Labour
Front?

Known as DAF. Nazi organisation that controlled all workers. Led by Dr.
Robert Ley. All workers’ trade unions had been abolished. DAF set hours,
wages, tried to motivate workers. Compulsory membership.

What was Strength Through
Joy?

Scheme organised by DAF to provide leisure time activities for workers and
to give workers incentives for working hard eg. Ship cruises, cheap visits to
concerts, museums, theatres, chance to buy a Volkswagen Beetle car.

What was Beauty Through
Labour?

Another scheme organised by DAF to improve working conditions eg.
Reduce machinery noise, build canteens, swimming pools, sports facilities
BUT workers had to build these in their own time!

How were German workers
better off under Hitler?

Most German men employed, Strength Through Joy provided better leisure
activities and holidays for workers, working conditions improved, average
weekly wages rose, more pay for healthy workers, better living standards.
• Farmers, small businesses and big businesses generally benefited at this
time.

How did German workers lose
out under Hitler?

Older workers didn’t earn as much, workers had few rights, not many
workers could afford the holidays, National Labour Service poor wages,
1930s cost of living rose which cancelled better wages, average weekly
working hours rose from 43-47, Volkswagen scheme was a swindle!

What effects did World War II
have?

War production boosted economy; Four Year Plan had been really successful
in boosting heavy industry but had to stop early, army conscription boosted
jobs, BUT food, fuel and transport services disrupted by war.
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1933 – 1939
NAZI CONTROL OF MINORITY GROUPS AND THE JEWS

What were the Nazis’
racial views?

Create pure German master race of Aryans (Scandinavian-looking, tall, blonde haired, blue-eyed, athletic. Nazi word for “Master Race” is Herrenvolk.

How did Hitler intend to
create the Master Race?

Encouraging marriage, birth rate increase, selective breeding, race farms with
pure SS men and pure German Aryan women.

Who were the
Untermenschen groups in
society and how were they
persecuted?

These were the groups Hitler felt were inferior (sub-human) as they could not
contribute to a strong society through wok, military service or motherhood,
therefore they would be “a burden on the community”.
• Gypsies – prevent marriage to Aryans, register, work camps
• Vagrants – forced to work or put in concentration camps
• Mentally ill and disabled – Sterilised, “special care homes”; T4 forced
euthanasia centres.

Why was Hitler antiSemitic (anti-Jewish)?

Jews used as scapegoats for loss of WWI, Treaty of Versailles, hyperinflation.
Small Jewish German population but good jobs eg. Lawyers, doctors, writers.

How did the April 1933
Boycott affect GERMAN
Jews?

Nazis encouraged and then forced Germans not to use Jewish shops, lawyers,
doctors etc – loss of jobs, business, social position, money, homes etc

How did the 1935
Nuremberg Laws affect
GERMAN Jews?

Took away Jewish citizenship – no votes, no government jobs, no marriages with
Aryans, multiple rules affecting their lives.

How did the November
1938 Kristallnacht affect
the GERMAN Jews?

First organised violence (pogrom) against Jews in Germany. Night of Broken
Glass, Jewish shops, synagogues burned, 91 killed, 20,000 arrested, Jews charged
1 billion reichmarks to repair the damage!

How did the Nazi invasion
of Poland in September
1939 affect Polish Jews?

Poland had a massive Jewish population (3 million); forced into walled ghettos
within towns. Starvation rations, guarded, later liquidated and sent to
concentration / death camps.

How did the Nazi invasion
of Russia in June 1941
affect Russian Jews?

Special Nazi murder squads (Einsatzgruppen) moved behind enemy lines to
round up Jews living in towns and villages, force them to dig their own graves and
then shoot them. By 1943, Einsatzgruppen had murdered over 2 million Russian
Jews this way.

What was the Final
Solution?

Summer 1941 meeting of senior Nazi leaders to decide more efficient methods of
mass killing of Jews. There were more Jews in German-occupied territories and
bullets were precious weaponry needed for WWII. Decision to build death camps
in Poland and transport Jews from all across Europe to them.

What was a death camp?

These were enormous camps with numerous gas chambers and crematoria for
burning the bodies afterwards. They were capable of killing thousands at a time.
The largest was Auschwitz in Poland, but there were 7 overall, and other
concentration camps soon adapted their existing facilities to allow more death.

What was the Holocaust?

In Hebrew (the Jewish language) this is called “Shoah” which means “burning”.
Connects most strongly to the period 1942 onwards, but can obviously be applied
to the whole period of Jewish persecution by the Nazis.

